
PUBLIC NOTICE

M/s ULTRA MEDIA AND ENTERTAINMENT PVT. LTD.
2-C, Thakar Indl. Estate, N. M. Joshi Marg, Lower Parel (E), Mumbai  400 011.

For Film Business And Trade Inquiries Please Contact : Mr. R. K. Joshi : 9323730795 /  Mr. Jayesh Veera : 9821347815 / Darshan Chothani : 9867717891

NOTICE is hereby given to people at large and more particularly to those in Film Trade that we have entered into 
agreement with the respective Producer/Right Holder of the below mentioned Films to acquire the sole and 
exclusive rights free from all encumbrances as mentioned herein below:-

RIGHTS & TERRITORY: Sole and Exclusive Dubbing Negative Rights including but not limited to Copyrights, 
Intellectual Property Rights, Moral rights, All Electronic and Digital media rights, Satellite Broadcasting rights, 
Pay TV rights, Pay Per View Rights, DTH rights, Video Copyrights, Cable TV Rights, Video on Demand rights 
(VOD, nVOD, sVOD, tVOD), IPTV rights, Terrestrial TV Rights, All Channels of Doordarshan rights, Web TV 
Rights/Internet Rights, Mobile rights, Theatrical rights, Clipping and Clip rights in part or in full, Dubbing and 
Subtitling rights in all Indian languages (Excluding Kannada, Telugu, Malayalam & Tamil languages only), 
including any and all rights of exhibition, exploitation in any mode of audio-visual for commercial and non 
commercial exploitation, exhibition, distribution and all other rights presently known or hereinafter developed for 
Permanent and Perpetual period for the territory of Entire World/Universe including India with Immediate effect. 

To the best of our knowledge and belief, the said Films and aforesaid rights are free from any encumbrances, claims or 
demands, whatsoever. However, should any person(s) have any claim against, to or in respect the said Films and 
aforesaid rights mentioned herein above, whether by way of any assignment, gift, lease, license, pledge, reservation, 
sale, transfer of any kind and/or litigation of any nature related to these Films or otherwise; such person(s) are hereby 
required to inform the undersigned, at the address given below, of such claim, within 10 (ten) days from the date of 
publication hereof along with documentary proof; failing which the said transaction will be completed and thereafter no 
claims of whatsoever nature will be entertained and claims, if any, shall be deemed to have been waived. Please take 
further note that the claims without documentary evidence shall not be entertained.
Dated: 30-07-2022
Sd/-
The Manager Legal.

‘VETRI VIZHA' - Tamil (1989) Kamal Haasan, Prabhu, Amala Akkineni, Kushboo

STARCASTORIGINAL TITLE LANGUAGESR.

01.

‘MEENDUM KOKILA' - Tamil (1981) Kamal Haasan, Sridevi, Unni Mary, Anju Prabhakar02.

'VETTAIYADU VILAYADU' - Tamil (1989) Arjun Sarja, Baby Suchita, Seetha, Sujitha, Madhuri03.


